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Bill Wiesner  00:00 

Bill Wiesner, Elmwood Township.  And what I'm passing out there is what Mr. [John] Hunter had in his 

public comment last week and I just wanted to respond to a few few of the things he mentioned.[See 

John’s letter at the bottom of this article.] And he mentioned right off the bat that this isn't Antrim County 

or Oakland County or Maricopa County or Arizona or Colorado or Georgia. So we shouldn't be 

concerned about what's happening there. But think of it prescriptions some of you might not be old 

enough to to know when it happened. I don't know exactly what it was long time ago when they found 

poison in the medicine bottles and they had to recall them all over the country. Well, thing that happens 

in Maricopa but could happen here. Anything happens to their machines, blackbox machines, which we 

can't see inside of, affects the national election. So we've got to get rid of all these machines.  

 

I would challenge John Hunter and Keith here and anyone else on the other side that see no problem 

with these, what exactly goes on inside of those black boxes? Tell me, I would challenge the clerks on 

that. They do their tests, who sets up the test? Dominion! Vice President of dominion was Eric Coomer. 

He's been caught lying numerous times and he said, Trump's gonna win. I made sure of that. And the 

Dominion machines in Georgia are hacked. I don't have my pen here, but that's all they need. So that 

affects us. They're untrustworthy, those machines and the beauty of [hand counting] the ballots – get 

Mr. Hunter and Keith on the other side of the table, me and some other Republican will count the votes 

in our precinct.  

 

He goes on to say, “you can't change the nine day early voting”. Do we want to – do you know how 

costly that was? Talk about saving money? Making it more convenient for people is making more open 

for fraud. Absentee Voting, you can't change that? Democrats say that mail in voting, 50% of them say 

mail in voting makes it easier to cheat. What are we doing with that? That's from the different polls. And 

you're you have to go by you you can't change anything. You have to go by what the state says? Well 

the Secretary of State broke the law six times. Are we following her? And how do we trust any elections 

that she was over? She broke the law to get there.  
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And see, he said none of you have any, none of you tell them that none of you have any authority to 

change what this how this county runs elections. That's sort of like I don't know to me, I think of what 

something Hitler might say. You have no authority here. Just back off and do what we say. He didn't 

word it that way. He didn't talk that way. But that's what I hear. And there's no reason that we don't go 

back to secure paper ballots. 

 

And challenged us to get out on the soapbox out in front? That's better effective? Yes. I've already 

doing that for like a month and a half or two months, and I'll continue to do it. Instead of just setting in 

here and let everybody coming in and know that we should be concerned that we should stand up like 

those people at the corner at the Memorial, stood up and fought for our country.  

 

And not concerned about what these people say… Here's a here's a poll Rasmussen April 21 2023 

Democrats 50% These are all Democrats up to 50% say things are going bad. I'm running out of time. 

So I've already gone over that one. 50% say the state and Election Officials are ignoring widespread, 

widespread election, evidence of election fraud. 2023 May 3, a Rasmussen said overall 62% Say that 

cheating affected the outcome of the 2020 presidential election. Do we ignore that? Who do we come 

to? You are our local representatives. Another poll December 12 2023 Shocking 20%. See, voters who 

voted by mail in ballots admitted to committing fraud in the 2020 election, up to 20% of the vote, 

according to that poll. And then 2024 February 23. Say let’s see, it would be 63% of all people say that 

voting cheating vote effect…. Anyway, I'm out of time. Thank you. 

 

II. Polls from which Bill Wiesner Quoted – Excerpts: 
1. HUGE: Rasmussen Poll Reveals a Majority of Americans (60%) 

Believe that Recent Elections Were Affected by Cheating 

Rasmussen shared the results for individual questions as well. 

40% say it’s important to prevent election cheating 
50% say Mail-in voting makes it easier to cheat 
48% say cheating affected some 2022 races 
50% say state & election officials are ignoring widespread evidence of election fraud 

And all of these responses are from Democrats. https://t.co/T6BLyfs563  

— Rasmussen Reports (@Rasmussen_Poll) April 20, 2023 … 

2. SHOCKING: New Poll Finds ONE IN FIVE Voters Who 

Voted by Mail-in Ballots Admitted to Committing Fraud 

in 2020 Election 

According to the results of the poll: 
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• 17% of mail-in voters admit that in 2020 they voted in a state where they are “no longer a 
permanent resident” 

• 21% of mail-in voters admitted that they filled out a ballot for a friend or family member 
• 17% of mail-in voters said they signed a ballot for a friend or family member “with or without his 

or her permission” 
• 8% of likely voters say they were offered “pay” or a “reward” for voting in 2020. 
• 10% of respondents – not just those who voted by mail – claimed that they know “a friend, 

family member, co-worker, or other acquaintance who has admitted…that he or she cast a mail-
in ballot in 2020 in a state other than his or her state of permanent residence.” (I personally fit in 
this category, as I know someone who admitted to voting a senior-citizen family member’s 
ballot) 

• — Rasmussen Reports (@Rasmussen_Poll) December 10, 2023 

3. Majority of US Voters Believe Cheating Will Affect 

Outcome of 2024 Election – Only 37% Say It Is Not 

Likely – Mostly Democrats, Of Course 

thegatewaypundit.com/2024/02/majority-us-voters-believe-cheating-will-affect-outcome/ 

Feb. 23, 2024 1:20 pm 

A majority of US voters believe cheating will affect the outcome of the 2024 election. 

That number includes 52% of all voters, 74%, or three-fourths of Republican voters, and only 32% of 

Democrat voters. Even one-third of Democrat voters believe the fraud will affect the 2024 election! 

Rasmussen reported: 

 

A year ago the number who expected chearting to affect the upcoming election was 54% so it has 

come down only slightly over the past year. 
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Ty Wessell  00:01 

Okay. Any other public comment? Mr. Hunter 

 

John Hunter_Bingham-Twp-Res.  00:22 

 

John Hunter Brigham township District 2. Good Day Leelanau County Commissioners. There's two 

facts in that statement. It is “day” and “you are the elected county commissioners of Leelanau County”. 

It's a crown jewel of the Northern Michigan Tierra.  

 

But this is not Antrim County. This is not Oakland County. This is not Maricopa County, California or 

Arizona, Colorado or the state of Georgia. Your duties and your duties and objectives are defined as 

county commissioners, by certain statutes within the state of Michigan. You have no authority or 

governance to change how the voting happens in this state. You cannot change your Dominion voting 

machines. You cannot rollback the nine day early voting, you cannot rollback absentee voting. Those 

are things that happen at the Secretary of State's office or the state legislature. You cannot do 

anything.  

 

But what you can do is in your Commissioner comments, start commenting on the fact that you cannot 

do anything because that for two years now I've been hearing this kind of stuff mining [?] and it only 

gets worse and worse as it goes on. And whether you're an outgoing Commissioner, or an incoming 

Commissioner or a standing for re-election Commissioner – none of you or them will have any authority 

to change how this county runs elections.  

 

Perhaps it's better if you explain to gently – some of these election deniers – and maybe they'll go 

somewhere else where it's more convenient. Maybe they'll go to Lansing, where are they maybe get a 

bigger voice in this matter. Or maybe they'll get a soapbox outside. And maybe they'll stop wasting your 

county resources, your time, the paid staff and the public's time because you're into overtime already 

today [@ 12:35 p.m.?]. Now you're on, now you're on a big day. Okay, because of comments like this 

continually. Well, my suggestion is if you can find a gentle, kind, responsible way to explain the fact that 

your position no matter who holds it, cannot change the elections in this state, I think you would be 

doing the public good service. Thank you.  
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